Build Guide:
Make the electronic parts first and check they all work out of the case before adding them in. Photos
of them can be found in this document.
Print the back and tap the threads by screwing the screws in as straight as you can. There are 2
versions of the back included, one with the Pi logo and one without (you can add your own design).

Add a JST connector the battery if you need to. Put some electrical tap around the edges to be sure
nothing gets shorted.

Fix the battery in the lower left corner using tape or whatever else.

Make sure you’ve set the Pi card up properly (see the Start Guide) and screw the Pi into place.

Make sure everything is soldered up properly on the Powerboost 1000 and connect the battery
(don’t plug the Pi in yet, you don’t have any buttons to shut it down properly when it turns on).

Screw it into place and connect the Pi.

Back half finished!

Cut the perma-proto board to size and place the buttons

Solder wires from one leg on each of the buttons to the upper middle 3 strips. Those strips also need
to be connected together.

Here’s a clear diagram:

On the back of the screen there is a trace labelled “#18 Lite” you’ll want to cut this as we use this
GPIO for something else (pic from Adafruit.com).

Figure out with wire goes to which button for the Pi cable. Solder the slim tactile buttons to #5, #13
and #16. Add some solder to the remaining pads for #12 and #6 to make things easier later.

Trim off the excess (NOTE: if you don’t have a USB micro lead to cut up you will want to keep wires 2
and 6 because these can connect to the powerboost instead).

Now solder all the wires to the correct buttons, make sure it’s not too close or too far from the
screen. Solder the L and R buttons onto wires and then attach them to #6 and #12. Attach the
button holder parts.

Run the L and R buttons through the gap in the front and round the back.

Place the A, B, X, Y, DPad, Start, Select and Shutdown buttons into the front part of the case.

Lower the screen and buttons into the front half. Screw it into place. Check all the buttons click the
way they should.
Bend the arms of the L and R buttons around the posts and slide them down onto them WITH the
printed button parts. Check the buttons click properly. You shouldn’t need any glue to hold the slim
switches in place but you can add some if you need to.

Front and back halves finished!

Align the pins along the top edge and plug them in whilst closing the case, make sure there aren’t
any trapped wires. Screw in the last screw to finish the build!
Boot it up and play some games.
There’s also an optional part included in the files for a simple screen cover that clips into place.

